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abstract

This article provides a brief overview of several formal frameworks concerning the
relation between knowledge (or belief) on the one hand, and obligation (or per-
mission) on the other. We discuss the paradox of the knower, knowledge based
obligation, knowingly doing, deontic dynamic epistemology, descriptive obli-
gations, and responsibilities as dynamic epistemology.

1. introduction

This article provides a brief overview of several issues concerning the relation between
knowledge (or belief) on the one hand, and obligation (or permission) on the other,
from a slightly technically oriented view point. What we are trying to achieve is to intro-
duce the technical aspects of the eld to philosophically oriented readers, and hopefully
help build some communication between the two usually separate communities of philo-
sophers and computer scientists/logicians. While aiming to introduce several of the logical
advancements in the eld, we try not to go into too many technical details in order to
avoid overwhelming the reader with unnecessary formalisms.

The relation between knowledge and obligation is a complicated one. Questions like

When does an agent know that she ought to do action a?
If she does a, without knowing that she should, does she still comply with her obligation?
When does she have enough knowledge about the situation to be allowed to make a public
announcement?
Is it possible that she cannot be blamed for not complying with an actual obligation?
What happens to her obligations if another agent (perhaps knowingly) fails to satisfy their joint
obligation?

all deal with knowledge and obligation, but they do not seem to touch upon similar issues.
Many of the studies aiming at understanding or formalizing the interaction between
knowledge and obligations only address a particular question or problem related to this
interaction. Hence, it is difcult, if not impossible, to provide the reader with an overview
of the eld without seeming to ‘hop’ from one topic to the next. Instead, we hope that the
following ‘roadmap’ of this paper will help the reader keep track of the different aspects or
problems we will discuss.

We start by briey considering some purely philosophical issues relating the notions of
knowledge and obligation. We motivate the general discussion by mentioning a well-
known case from the ethics literature: Singer’s Pond Example. The example illustrates
that obligations are inuenced by the knowledge one has, and serves as a starting point
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to discuss the idea of normativity from an epistemic perspective. We mention several
aspects of epistemic normativity, and start with the connection between beliefs and
norms. The relationship between the two brings us to an important question: ‘Are our
beliefs voluntary?’ This question is of central importance as it directly relates to the deon-
tology of beliefs: to what degree can holding a belief be permissible or obligatory? Another
issue we point to is the connection between epistemic normativity and actions.

After these initial remarks of mostly philosophical nature, we will look at the interface
of knowledge and obligation from a more formal perspective. We will start by discussing a
well known paradox, The Paradox of the Knower, to highlight why simply combining
logics of knowledge with deontic logic does not yield a system that descibes the inter-
actions between the two sub-elds well. Then, in section 5, we discuss some frameworks
that formalize how knowledge of the situation, and knowledge of the outcomes of actions,
inuence an agent’s obligation to perform an action. It is made precise how knowledge of
the circumstances is required for obligations to arise. In section 6, the focus shifts from
dening when an obligation arises, to the epistemic requirements for fullling one’s obli-
gations. It is argued that simply performing the right action is not enough, if an agent
doesn’t know what he is doing. In section 7, the dual of obligation, namely permission,
is taken as a primitive operator. Here, we discuss a framework that captures which epis-
temic conditions make a public announcement permissible. After discussing a formal dis-
tinction between two kinds of obligations (prescriptive and descriptive) in section 8, we
present a framework that formally connects obligations on the one hand, and responsibil-
ities on the other. It is often assumed that obligation and responsibility are two sides of the
same coin: if an agent is obliged to ensure that a certain outcome will hold, then he is to be
held responsible if this outcome fails to be the case. However, as we will see in this section,
this need not always be the case, and depends on the agent’s knowledge.

We conclude with several remarks which we believe are important to develop in the
future.

We summarize what we said above by giving a list of topics that we will address in this
paper.

• Philosophical remarks
• The paradox of the knower
• Knowledge based obligation
• Knowingly doing
• Deontic dynamic epistemology
• Descriptive obligations
• Responsibilities as dynamic epistemology

2. philosophical remarks

Before describing existing formalisms that connect knowledge and obligation, let us spend
some time discussing the subject of deontic epistemology and epistemic normativity from a
purely philosophical point of view. Even if it is not our main goal here, we will briey
mention some philosophical works that fall within the domain of our inquiry. We are
aware that the eld is very broad, and the topics we have selected can very well be criti-
cized for falling short of describing the eld fully. For that reason, we advise the reader not
to take our work as a full survey of the eld, but rather as a subjective exposition of the
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eld by working logicians. We focus our attention on those philosophical issues that raise
some important questions for working logicians who may try to give a formal account of
the topics in question.

In this section we rst point out that knowledge and obligation appear in popular ethi-
cal treatises by pointing out a well-known example from the modern ethical literature.
Then, we underline some aspects of obligations that bear some logical signicance, such
as normativity. This carries our discussion to the topic of beliefs, which is a central
issue in epistemic and doxastic logic. Within the notion of belief, we concentrate on ‘dox-
astic voluntarism’. This debate is interesting as it carries some meta-logical value that most
logicians have not yet broadly addressed.

We start by recalling a well-known ethical debate. In a famous thought-experiment,
Peter Singer discusses the following scenario (Singer 1993). Assume that on your way
to your department at university, there is a small pond, and one day you see that a
small child has fallen in it and is drowning. Clearly, no one can deny that you have an
obligation to save the child even if it gets your clothes muddy and delays you from
work. The principle behind such actions, Singer maintains, is this: ‘If it is in our power
to prevent something very bad from happening, without thereby sacricing anything of
comparable moral signicance, we ought to do it’. Even though this principle looks
very plausible and reasonable, its generalizations are not always that easy to follow.
For example, following Singer’s example, extreme poverty is bad and it is in our power
as afuent people to reduce it ‘without sacricing anything of comparable moral signi-
cance’. Yet, we do not usually seem to spend sufcient effort to reduce the world’s poverty
even though, to some extent, it is in our power to reduce it.

Among many other objections to this thought-experiment discussed by Singer (1997)
himself, one is of epistemic nature. Namely, in the pond example, we know that the
child is about to drown. Thus, the knowledge of this situation triggers our action by
imposing the obligation. On the other hand, once, say, poverty in Africa is considered,
we usually do not know that a specic person in a specic town is in extreme poverty
even though we consider it epistemically likely or hepistemically possible that, say, some-
one in Sudan is malnourished. Therefore, these two situations impose different types of
obligations. The rst obligation follows from a denitive knowledge of the event whereas
in the second obligation, we do notpossess (full) knowledge of the situation. It is beyond
our capacity to possess full knowledge of the problem of world’s poverty. Thus, it may be
claimed that we do have less obligation in the absence of the relevant knowledge. Another
difference betweensaving the drowing child and saving some life in a poor country in
Africa is that we know that by jumping into the pond we can save the child, whereas
in the case of donating to a charity, we believe that it is highly likely that our contribution
will help end suffering, yet we do not know. Peter Unger (1996) raises the very related
issue that lack of full knowledge of the outcome of the action may create some hesitation
in the implementation of the action.

Thus, our knowledge state inuences which obligations we have. Another well-studied
epistemic-deontic relation is the one between beliefs and permission. In (Pollock 1987),
epistemic norms are dened as those norms which describe if it is epistemically permissible
to hold various beliefs. A number of philosophers discussed different properties of norms.
Some dened them in terms of whether they are rule based or not (Boghossian 2008; Engel
2007; Horwich 2008). Some identied themselves as internalist or externalist theorists
(BonJour and Sosa 2003; Feldman and Conee 2001; Kornblith 2001; Pollock 1987;
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Sosa 1999; Wright 2008). Some philosophers take a rather radical position by maintain-
ing that there cannot be any philosophical grounds for our familiar epistemic norms
(Horwich 2008).

But before we adopt a certain theory of what epistemic norms are, it is important to ask
oneself the question: To what extent are our beliefs voluntary? (Alston 1988). In this
respect, doxastic voluntarism is the view that our beliefs are voluntary and that we can
control them (Feldman 1988).

Let us briey discuss a well-known argument from voluntarism. The so-called
‘Voluntarism Argument’ of Feldman has been endorsed by several philosophers like
Plantinga and Alston (Alston 1988; Feldman 1988; Plantinga 1988).

1. Doxastic voluntarism is false.
2. If doxastic voluntarism is false, then no one has epistemic obligations.
3. Therefore, no one has epistemic obligations.

At rst sight, this argument seems sound and plausible: I cannot control believing that
what I see in front of me is my computer screen, so I cannot be held responsible for this
belief. However, several objections can be raised to this argument and some have been sum-
marized in Feldman (1988). For example, one could simply maintain that beliefs are volun-
tary and therefore disagree with (1). A more subtle reason for rejecting (1) has been
proposed by Heil (1983) who claims that even though we may not be able to control our
beliefs directly, we can control them indirectly by performing actions that lead us to alter
thewaywe form beliefs.We agreewith Feldman that there is a distinction between epistemic
obligations to believe something (right now) and obligations to take actions to obtain evi-
dence. Apart from rejecting (1), also (2) can and has been criticized. As Feldman (1988)
mentions, one could reject (2) by maintaining that obligations pertain to actions rather
than belief states. Feldman himself endorses a different objection to the voluntarism argu-
ment. Namely, he rejects (2) by claiming that we can have obligations concerning involun-
tary beliefs in the sameway as we can have a legal obligation to pay ourmortgage even if our
nancial situation no longer allows for this. Thus, according to Feldman, the famous
‘Ought’ does not imply ‘Can’ any more, at least in the case of epistemic obligations.

In a fairly recent article, Weatherson (2007) discusses the voluntarism argument.
Contrary to Feldman, Weatherson agrees with (2) but attempts to refute the argument
by rejecting (1). He claims that there are two kinds of beliefs: perceptual and inferential
ones. The perceptual beliefs are spontaneous and involuntary while the inferential beliefs,
the ones that involve reasoning, are voluntary ‘in that we have the capacity to check them
by paying greater heed to counter-possibilities’ [ibid]. Involuntary or perceptual beliefs,
Weatherson argues, are best evaluated using externalist standards like reliability. Beliefs
that involve reasoning on the other hand, are justied only when ‘well supported by
reasons’.

Parikh (2008) distinguishes lower level perceptual animal beliefs and higher level infer-
ential beliefs and furthermore proposes a formal system to reason about such beliefs.
Another signicant separation of beliefs comes from Gendler. In her insightful exposition,
Gendler (2008) distinguishes two kinds of beliefs: belief and alief. The author cites several
psychological experiments that she uses to address this distinction: people who are hesi-
tant to drink a glass of juice with a completely sterilized dead cockroach in it or people
who hesitate to wear a laundered shirt previously worn by a person they dislike.
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In such cases, as Gendler points out, ‘they believe that the items in question are harmless,
they also alieve something very different’ (emphasis is hers), namely, that those objects are
‘lthy’ and those people felt that they should ‘stay away’ from them. This distinction
accounts for the belief–action mismatch in some situations. In other words, we believe
that the aforementioned glass of juice is harmless, but we alieve that it is lthy. The action
of avoiding that glass of juice is caused by the alief in this case, not by the belief. This issue
indirectly brings along the concept of alief revision. If we alieve p, and then learn not-p,
what happens then? Gendler addresses this question, but does not provide a full answer
akin to the famous discussions on belief revision.

An important aspect of epistemic normativity that we already briey touched upon is
its connection with actions. This debate revolves around issues such as the rationality cri-
terion for actions, the relation between different levels of beliefs and actions and, more-
over, the interaction between actions and knowledge. Alston (1988), when discussing
the connection between deontology and epistemic justication, indicates that justication
of actions is that they should not violate any relevant rules, laws, regulations etc. On the
other hand, an action being permitted does not necessarily imply that ‘it was required or
obligatory’ as it only means that ‘its negation was not required or obligatory’ which is
indeed an application of the duality of the logical denition of the deontic modality.
However, notice that the justication of beliefs differs heavily from that of actions. As
argued by Alston, believing a proposition at a given time means that ‘the relevant rules
or principles do not forbid [the agent’s] believing’ that proposition at that given time. It
should be remarked carefully that this does not entail any deontic obligation to believe.
You may justify your belief in a god, but it does not mean that everyone is obliged to
believe in a god.

In their article, Hawthorne and Stanley (2008) discuss the relation between actions and
epistemology. They propose a ‘reason-knowledge principle’ which states that ‘where one’s
choice is p-dependent, it is appropriate to treat the proposition that p as a reason for act-
ing [if and only if] you know that [p]’. This principle does not solely apply to actions but
does apply also to beliefs in such a way that we can treat the proposition p as a reason for
believing in the proposition q only if we know that p, and p implies q.

As we will see, most of the existing formal frameworks deal with obligations to perform
actions, rather than obligations or permissions to believe something. Formalizing these
notions would give us a better understanding of their similarities and differences.

3. formalizing knowledge and obligation

In the rest of this paper we focus on several formal frameworks that combine some epis-
temic and deontic logics. But before we go into details, we must pause for a moment and
ask the question: why is it important to develop logics that combine agents’ knowledge (or
belief) on the on hand, and agents’ obligations (or permissions) on the other?

Motivations for developing these formalisms are at least twofold. First, they provide us
with a way of developing a deeper understanding of social situations and interactions.
Several examples of important questions, some of which we already briey touched
upon in the introduction, are the following. When does agent i know that she ought to
do action a? If she does not know that she ought to do a, is she obliged to do it anyway?
Are obligations and blameworthiness always two sides of the same coin? Or can it be that
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because of my current beliefs, I cannot be blamed for not complying with an actual obli-
gation? Also, in what cases ought she to know that she ought to do a? That is, in what
cases is she obliged to obtain enough knowledge about her obligations? If agent i does
a without knowing that it is her obligation to do so, does she fulll her obligation never-
theless? How does direct interaction inuence this picture: Suppose agents i and j are
obliged to both perform a and j fails to satisfy his obligation, what happens to agent i’s
part of the obligation? In general, how can obligations and permissions be dened in situ-
ations where agents may (perhaps knowingly) fail to satisfy their obligations?

These and many other questions arise when we try to pinpoint the exact interactions
between knowledge (and beliefs) on the one hand, and obligations (and permissions,
blameworthiness) on the other. The different interactions between knowledge and obli-
gations and their properties can be, and are to some extent, made precise in philosophical
logic, and can thus provide us with a better understanding of the subject.

A secondmotivation for developing combined logical systems, is that they can help expli-
cate important issues for both computer science applications and law. In distributed algor-
ithms for example, it is useful to formally work with notions such as what an agent is
allowed to know in a certain state and what action she is obliged to perform given her cur-
rent knowledge. An example of a formal system in which exactly these issues are addressed
is Lomuscio and Sergot (2003). In this work the authors develop so-called Deontic
Interpreted Systems, a deontic extension of interpreted systems. Interpreted systems provide
a general framework for reasoning about knowledge and communication in a multi-agent
setting, and were introduced in Halpern andMoses (1990). They have been used in compu-
ter science applications to describe agents’s knowledge and their communication.

Lomuscio and Sergot’s goal in their paper is to provide a grounded semantics for the
deontic notions of the ideal functioning behavior of an agent, the knowledge that an
agent is permitted to have, and that of the knowledge an agent has on the assumption
that the components of the system are functioning correctly according to their protocols.

The main tool used to formalize these concepts is (local and global) states of violation
and compliance. The notion of a local state in standard interpreted systems is used to rep-
resent the information available to the agent. In deontic interpreted systems, the set of
local states is divided into allowed or correct (green) and disallowed or incorrect (red)
states for each agent. Global states are tuples of local states for each agent. In this frame-
work, the formula OKi w, ‘agent i ought to know that w’, intuitively means the agent
knows that w in all the local states he is allowed to be in. More precisely, it means that
an agent i should know w, if in all global states in which his local state is a green state,
he knows w.

Also when dening computer security policies, combined notions of knowledge and
obligations are important. In Glasgow et al. 1992, for example, a framework is developed
to ‘specify and reason about security policies and to verify that the system adheres to such
policies,’ which introduces epistemic, temporal and deontic modalities in an interactive
fashion.

In law, it is also extremely useful to formally connect the notions of knowledge and
obligations. If agent i unknowingly commits the crime b, that is, performs an act that is
not permissible, is she still to be blamed for her act? How does this situation change if
b is an act that is explicitly ruled out by a law? Isn’t agent i supposed to know the
law? In notions like knowingly, purposefully and recklessly performing a criminal act
as well as the notion of liability are formalized.
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Thus, there are many interesting interactions between knowledge and obligation that
are worth formalizing using deontic-epistemic logics. Both the logic of knowledge and
deontic logics have been extensively studied, and solid frameworks are well established.
For example, the logic called S5 is a commonly used modal logic to represent knowledge.
In this system knowledge is assumed to be reexive (if an agent knows something, then it
must be true), satisfy positive introspection (if an agent knows that something is true, he
also knows that he knows it), and negative introspection (agents know what they don’t
know). A standard system of deontic logic is so-called ‘Standard Deontic logic’ or simply
SDL. It is a standard modal logic satisfying, among other contraints, normalcy (if both a
conditional and its antecedent are is obligatory, then so is its consequent) and necessita-
tion (if something is derivable, then the claim that that thing is obligatory is also
derivable).

The formal interaction between the two systems, however, has not been studied exten-
sively. The most straightforward way to combine epistemic and deontic (modal) logic
would be to simply add all the axioms of knowledge or belief (S5, or a weaker version-
without negative introspection called S4) to the standard deontic axioms of standard
deontic logic (SDL). This yields a strong logic but as it turns out, also a logic that fails
to capture many of the subtleties that relate knowledge and obligation. A striking example
showing that simply stacking the two logics together results in apparent contradictions is
Åqvist’s paradox of the knower. We will discuss the paradox and some of its implications
in the next section.

Our aim in this paper to highlight some of the main ideas and high-level connections
between different approaches. Therefore, we do not go into much technical detail but
rather introduce formalisms only to clarify concepts. For more details on the formal sys-
tems, e.g., their syntax, semantics and axiomatization, we refer the reader to the original
works.

4. the paradox of the knower

An important paradox of deontic logic is Åqvist’s paradox. In his seminal work, Åqvist
(1967) discussed his famous paradox of epistemic obligation. This paradox, also called
the paradox of the knower, can be summarized as follows. Consider the following
three sentences (from Hawthorne and Stanley 2008):

(1) If there is a re, Gladys (a reghter) ought to know it. (p�OKp)
(2) There is a re. (p)
(3) There ought not to be a re. (O¬p)

If it is assumed that, on the one hand, knowledge implies truth (Kp� p), and more-
over, that the standard epistemic modality ought (O) is normal (O(p� q) �(Op�
Oq)) and satises necessitation (If ⊢p then ⊢Op), then both Op and O¬p can be derived
from (1 – 3). The straightforward derivation of the paradox is as follows.

(4) Kp� p (axiom)
(5) OKp (from 1 and 2)
(6) OKp�Op (from 4, normality and necessitation of O)
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(7) Op (from 5 and 6)
(8) Op^∧O¬p (from 3 and 7)

Thus, there ought to be a re and there ought not to be a re, which, according to
Åqvist, is absurd. The problem is that OKp �Op is valid. This means that, if I ought
to know something, it ought to be the case. Clearly, Åqvist and many others argue, this
formula cannot be accepted as a valid principle of a formal account of ‘ought to know’.

The paradox of the knower has sparked a lot of research on epistemic obligations and
several systems of deontic logic were developed to account for this problem (e.g. Feldman
1990; Goble 1990; Hulstijn 2008), each focussing on different aspects of the paradox and
discussing different solutions.

For example, Feldman (1990) points out the temporal aspect of the paradox. If p is
settled true at time t, then O¬p can no longer be true at the same time (assuming that
ought implies can). Thus, Feldman argues, making the temporal aspect explicit in the fra-
mework solves the paradox. Moreover, Feldman argues that obligations are personal and
that facts about one person’s obligations cannot entail facts about another’s. In the current
example: How can it be possible that from Gladys’s obligation to know about the re, we
derive Nature’s obligation for there to be a re? Feldman makes these ideas explicit by
introducing obligation operators with two subscripts: one for time and one for agents.
Given these insights we can no longer derive Op and the paradox seems to be
circumvented.

In a different paper on the paradox of the knower, a formal notion of knowledge-
whether is distinguished from knowledge-that (Hulstijn 2008). The main point of the fra-
mework is that if, in the paradox, ‘know that’ (Kt) is replaced with ‘know whether’ (Kw),
the paradox does not arise. It still holds that ‘if there is a re and Gladys knows whether
there is a re then Gladys knows that there is a re’.

p ^ Kwp � Ktp

and by the same reasoning as before we can derive that

Op ^OKwp � OKtp

but because we do not have Op we cannot derive OKtp and thus Op and according to the
reasoning in the paper the paradox is ‘stopped’. This is for the simple reason that knowing
whether w does not imply that w is true.

In the next section we discuss several frameworks that do not try to formalize what it
means to have an obligation to know, but rather, how knowledge inuences which obli-
gations arise.

5. knowledge based obligation

One approach to formalizing obligations under uncertainty was developed by Horty
(2001). In line with Unger’s argument mentioned in the introduction, Horty’s deontic
theory of agency models personal obligations to do something in situations in which
outcomes of actions are uncertain. Basically, an agent has an obligation to perform a
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particular action a if, no matter what the other agents choose to do, all the possible results
of performing a will be at least as good as the results of performing any other action.

In a recent work, Horty’s decision theoretic approach has been generalized by using
some standard techniques from game theory (Olde Loohuis 2009). The basic idea in
that paper is that obligations should not be dened irrespective of all the possible
moves of other players, but rather, that obligations should be dened in a world in
which other agents are assumed to act responsibly or rationally. Of course, assuming
rationality of other players is only one way of taking other agents into account. The frame-
work presented can be extended to include all kinds of ‘types’ of players, not necessarily
responsible ones.

In their (2006) paper Pacuit, Parikh and Cogan (PPC henceforth) also formalize obli-
gations to act under uncertainty. Even though their model accounts for uncertainty of out-
comes of actions, their main focus is on uncertainty of the circumstances. In order to
choose responsibly, they argue, one needs sufcient knowledge about the circumstances.
A motivating example that is used is the following.

Example 1 (PPC). Uma is a physician whose neighbor is ill. Uma does not know and
has not been informed. Uma has no obligation (as yet) to treat her neighbor.

A formal system combining epistemic and deontic logic is proposed that can be used to
study situations like the example above: situations in which obligations are circumstantial
and depend on an agent’s knowledge. This system builds on the history based semantics of
Parikh and Ramanujam (2003) which can be summarized as follows.

Moments in time form a tree-like Kripke model: the past is deterministic, the future
branches. Each (innite) branch of the tree is called a history (H ) and each history is
assigned a real numbered value, a utility to the world.

In this model events happen but each agent observes only some events. This is made
precise by a distinction between global histories and local histories. A global history H
includes all the (relevant) events that have taken place. An agent i’s local history h, on
the other hand, contains only those events from H that agent i has actually observed.
For events that the agent does not observe, he only notices the passing of time, modeled
using non-informative clock ticks.

We denote the global histories up to and including moment m by Hm. At moment m,
two histories H, H′ are said to be indistinguishable for agent i, Hm �i H′

m, if and only if
the i’s corresponding local histories hm and h′m are the same.

In the PPC framework, actions are also events. An action a can be performed at a nite
history and yields a set a(H ) of global extensions of H. Formally,

a(H) = {H′|Ha⊑H′}

where ⊑ is the initial segment relation and Ha denotes the nite history H appended with
event a. Thus, a(H) is the set of innite histories that start with the nite history H, fol-
lowed by action a, and then followed by some other (innite) sequence of actions. Also,
note that in PPC’s framework agents move sequentially.

In order to formalize obligations, a notion of H-good histories G(H) is introduced.
G(H) is dened as the set of extensions of the nite history H with the highest possible
value. Thus, the set of H-good histories is actually the set of H-optimal ones. Given
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this notion of H-goodness, an action a is dened to be good if and only if G(H) ⊑ a(H), i.
e. everyH-good history involves performing a. Note that this does not imply that perform-
ing a guarantees an H-good future.

Finally, the PPC notion of obligation is as follows:

Denition 2 (PPC). An agent i isobliged to performan action a at global historyHand
moment m iff a is an action which i (only) can perform, and i knows that it is good
to perform a. Formally, (∀H′)(Hm �i H′

m and H′ [G(H′
m) implies H′ [ a(H ′

m)).

Thus, at moment m, agent i is obliged to perform a iff a is a good action and i knows
this.

It is clear that this notion of knowledge based obligation eliminates Uma’s obligation to
treat Sam in Example 1. The reason is that Uma does not know that Sam is ill. Assuming
that treating Sam when he is ill is optimal, it follows since Sam is ill, treating him is good.
However, Uma does not know this and hence has no obligation (as yet) to treat him.

More formally, there is a nite historyH′
m that Uma cannot distinguish from the actual

history Hm in which Sam is not ill. In extensions of this history, treating Sam is not opti-
mal, i.e. for H′ [ treat(H′

m), H′ �G(H′
m). Thus, (∀H′) (Hm �i H′

m and H′ [G(H ′
m)

implies H′ � treat(H′
m)) is not satised and Uma does not have the obligation to treat

Sam.
The PPC-framework is also applied to an actual situation called the Kitty Genovese

Murder, where a New York City woman was stabbed to death in 1964. Thirty-eight
people saw the murder but only after thirty-ve minutes did somebody call the police.
Why? The informal analysis PPC give is the following. ‘The people who saw Kitty
being killed did not have default knowledge that they had the obligation to help her.
They all knew that the good histories were ones in which someone called the police,
but not all these histories were ones where they themselves were the caller. Someone
else could be the caller’.

Apart from the absolute notion of knowledge based obligation, also a weaker concept
of default obligation is introduced in PPC. Intuitively, an agent has a default obligation to
perform action a if all maximal histories that an agent considers plausible are ones in
which a is performed.

In a (2007) follow up work by Pacuit, history based structures and temporal logics
have been compared and connected.1

6. knowingly doing

While PPC focus on the way knowledge states imply certain obligations and how changes
in an agent’s information state lead to changes in his obligations, Broersen focuses on the
epistemic conditions in which an agent can comply with or violate an obligation. Broersen
(2008) presents a logical study of the interaction between ‘ought-to-do’ and ‘knowingly’

1 Similar to the histories of the PPC system, temporal logical formulas are interpreted on runs - a concept
familiar from automata theory. Pacuit investigates the relation between the two and develops a connec-
tion. Based on his results, it seems possible to translate the PPC framework to standard temporal deontic
logic with the obvious interpretation on runs.
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or ‘consciously’ doing. Broersen introduces epistemic modalities within a deontic ‘Seeing
To It That’ or STIT logic. STIT logic, a modal logic of action reports, was originally pro-
posed in a series of papers by Belnap, Bartha and Horty (see Belnap et al. 2001 for an
overview). The central concept of the logical system is that of ‘seeing to it that’, or, ensur-
ing that something holds by performing an action. Technically, the main modality of this
logic, [i stit : w] denotes that the agent i sees to it that w is true.

Broersen (2008) uses a STIT framework of actions with, in addition, an indistinguish-
ability equivalence relation for each agent between history/moment indices. Actions, in
Broersen’s model, take effect at the next moment in time. The concept of knowingly
doing is dened as follows. An agent knowingly does something if its action ‘holds’ for
all the history/state indices in the epistemic equivalence set containing the actual history/
state index. Within this epistemic model action model, Broersen introduces the following
STIT operator [i xstit] w with the intuitive interpretation that agent i sees to it that in the
next state w holds. A personal epistemic ought operator O[i xstit]w is dened as follows:

O[i xstit]w = A(¬[i xstit]w � [i xstit]V)

whereV is a ‘violation constant denoting that a violation occurs’. Also, ¬[i xstit]w expresses
that i does not see to it that w and thus allows a choice with possible outcome ¬w. The intui-
tion behind the above denition is that agent i ought to see to it that w if and only if, by not
seeing to it, he allows a violation.

According to Broersen, simply seeing to it that w is not enough to comply with the obli-
gation to see to it that w. Instead, Broersen proposes, an agent should perform the action
knowingly in order to avoid violation. Formally:

OK[i xstit]w = A(¬Ki[i xstit]w � [i xstit]V)

Finally, Broersen discusses a third variant of the obligation operator, one that involves
not only knowledge about the action, but also knowledge about the obligation. Awareness
of an obligation is associated with awareness of the act of bringing about a violation in
case the agent does not comply in the following way:

KOK[i xstit]w = A(¬Ki[i xstit]w � Ki[i xstit]V)

7. deontic dynamic epistemology

So far, we have discussed various frameworks that capture the idea that agents’s obli-
gations depend on their knowledge of the circumstances. Therefore, based on this assump-
tion, if an agent’s knowledge changes, his obligations can change as well. This brings us to
a dynamic epistemic approach to deontic logic where we discuss how knowledge updates
effect permissions.

In a nutshell, dynamic epistemic logic is a eld within epistemic logic which formalizes
knowledge changes and updates in multi-agent settings. Within the eld of dynamic epis-
temic logic, there are several different methods to achieve such updates. In this section, we
focus on ‘public announcement logic’ – a logic where agents’ knowledge changes by
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external truthful announcements (Plaza 1989; Gerbrandy 1999; van Ditmarsch et al.
2007). In the framework of public announcement logic (PAL, henceforth), a truthful exter-
nal agent makesan announcement, and all the agents hear the announcement, believe it,
and consequently update their knowledge based on this announcement. PAL framework
has successfully been used to analyze games (especially the backward induction scheme)
(Van Benthem and Gheerbrant 2010; Baskent forthcoming; Fagin et al. 1995).

The language of PAL introduces a special modality [· ] (and its dual k· l) for public
announcements. PAL updates the epistemic model by ‘state elimination’. Namely, after
an announcement of, say, w the possible worlds that do not satisfy w are eliminated
from the model. Consequently, the epistemic accessibility relation and the valuation are
updated as well.

A recent framework purposed by Balbiani, van Ditmarsch and Seban captures not only
the obligations to act in general, but rather the more subtle notion of ‘permissions to say’
within the context of PAL (2009a, 2009b). They extend the basic language of PAL by add-
ing a new permissibility modality P(ψ, w) which reads ‘after ψ has been publicly
announced, it is permitted to say w’. We call their system of public announcements
with permissions PPAL.

Card games present an intuitive case study for PPAL (Balbiani et al. 2009a, 2009b). In
card games, say, poker or the French game ‘la belote’, players make announcements
during the game play. However, they are not allowed to make any announcement.
Rules of the game allow or disallow the players to make some certain announcements.

Let us now discuss the deontic permissibility modality P(ψ, w) which satises the mono-
tonicity principle:

If Mo(c ↔ c′) ^ (kclw ↔ kc′lw′), then MoP(c, w) ↔ P(c′, w′)

The monotonicity principle intuitively says that after ‘two logically equivalent
announcements, the same formulas are permitted to be announced, and moreover if
two propositions are logically equivalent, they are permitted to be said in the same
way’ (Balbiani 2009b).

We refrain from going into more technical details, and refer the reader to the aforemen-
tioned work to see the formal aspects of PPAL such as its full axiomatization and comple-
teness. However, here we mention one major similarity of PPAL to other public
announcement logics. As common in the variations of PAL, the announcement operator
with the permission modality in its scope is reducible to the basic language of epistemic
logic by the reduction axioms using the following scheme:

[c]P(c′, w) ↔ (c � P(kclc′, w))

The given reduction axiom simplies the complex formula with public announcement
and permission operators, and reduces it to a formula with simpler syntax. By this
method, every PPAL formula can be re-written as a PAL formula which we know to be
complete.

In conclusion, PPAL presents a precise, intuitive and effective framework to discuss a
certain class of games where rules prohibit or allow some moves, announcements or
declarations.
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8. descriptive obligations

Another approach to (dynamic) epistemic deontic logic focuses on prescriptive and
descriptive obligations to analyze the ‘distinction and relation between prescriptive and
descriptive obligations’ (Aucher et al. 2010). An example to clarify the distinction between
two such obligations can be helpful.

Example 3 (Aucher et al. 2010)2. John is driving on a highway with speed limit
130 km/h. He does not know whether he is speeding, because his speed controller
is defective. But it is obligatory by the law that he knows whether he is speeding
(epistemic norm 1). Besides, if he drives too fast, he should slow down. He should
also know that if he drives too fast he has to slow down (epistemic norm 2). On the
other hand, if he does not drive too fast, he is still permitted to speed up (and thus
not to slow down). In this situation, there are two kinds of normative events.
Prescriptive event: He comes upon road works and there is a sign announcing that
he should slow down. This event can be modeled by the communicative act [slow!!].
Descriptive event: A police car behind him tells him to slow down. This event can be
modeled by the communicative act [Oslow!]. As a result he learns that he is
speeding.

The logical system Aucher et al. introduced is based on the system that Castañeda
developed, and reects his idea of a two-sorted system with distinguished atoms for
grounds and foci [12]. For Castañeda, grounds are the ‘circumstances that originate, or
surround, obligations’ and are propositions that can be true or false. Foci, on the other
hand, are neither true or false, but are ‘the core contents of commands’.

The language has two sets of atoms: one for those propositions which cannot on their
own be the foci of deontic operators and one for those propositions which can. The rst
set of atoms is called propositions while the second is called practitions. We refer the
reader to the original work for the details of the system, including a rather involved axio-
matization (Aucher et al. 2010).

The given language can be extended by epistemic and deontic dynamic operators, yield-
ing a rather complex syntax and semantics. In such extended systems, moreover, authors
discuss several cases where norms can be changed, and how such a system would work in
a multi-agent setting.

This work by Aucher is one of the instances where philosophical concerns are
addressed within formal logic, and are presented by rather involved technical language
with axiomatization. Their system is signicantly more complex than what Castañeda
has envisioned, making it more expressive and but at the same time more complex.

9. responsibilities as dynamic epistemology

Lima et al. (2010) develop a logic for reasoning about responsibility that is closely related
in spirit to Broersen’s ‘knowingly doing’. Lima et al. consider the problem of task allo-
cation in multi-agent systems. One way to allocate tasks to agents is by assigning

2 The example comes from an earlier non-published version.
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obligations to them. From his obligations an agent can then infer which actions are for-
bidden, permitted or obligatory. For example, from ‘it is obligatory for agent i that w’
the agent i can infer that ‘it is obligatoryfor i to execute action a’. However, Lima et al.
argue that just assigning obligations is not enough to adequately guide an agent’s
decisions. They give the following illustrative example:

Example 4 (Lima et al. 2010). Consider a certain company with two bank accounts,
1 and 2. Bob, one of its employees, will pay a bill for the company by using bank
account 1. Alice, another employee from the company, knows that Bob will with-
draw money from one of the bank accounts to pay a bill, but she does not know
which bank account Bob will use for that. It is Alice’s task to keep the balances
of these two bank accounts non-negative. [...] Now suppose that both accounts
have not enough money to cover the payment to be performed by Bob, but that
the total amount of money in these two bank accounts together is enough to
cover the payment. Then, Alice can full her obligation by transferring some
money from account 2 to account 1. However, because her knowledge about the
situation is incomplete, she also considers it possible that she should do the
opposite.3

In this example Alice does not have enough information to decide what to do to fulll
her obligations. And thus, Lima et al. argue, she cannot be held responsible for keeping the
balances nonnegative. However, if Alice has the possibility of asking Bob which bank
account he is going to use she becomes responsible again. Note that contrary to Pacuit
et al. (2006) she still has the obligation to keep the balances positive but cannot act in
a responsible way. Thus, in line with Lima’s argument, obligation and responsibility are
not necessarily two sides of the same coin: it may be that an agent has the obligation
to perform an action, or to achieve a state, but because of lack of knowledge she cannot
be held responsible for failing to satisfy her obligation. Lima et al. make this distinction
explicit by dening two distinct types of responsibilities.

In their paper, Lima et al. propose an extension of PDL that they call Coalitional
Epistemic Dynamic Logic. They introduce group actions δ|G meaning roughly that
group G jointly performs action δ. Given δ|G, [δ|G : ensures] w means that if a group G
executes δ, they ensure that w will be the case, and kGlw that group G is able to ensure
w by some action. Given these operators the authors are able to dene obligations and fur-
thermore responsibility: it is obligatory for an agent i that w holds if the occurrence of ¬w
may result in a violation. Technically,Oi w if the empty group of agents (k∅l) has an action
that can ensure that a violation occurs if ¬w.

Oiw := k∅l(¬w � vioi)

Here, vioi is a special atom with the meaning that the agent i is in violation.
Using these concepts, the authors dene two types of responsibilities: forward-looking

and backward-looking responsibilities. A forward-looking responsibility, also called task
responsibility, means the following. An agent i is forward-looking responsible for an

3 Some linguistic errors in the original have been corrected to improve readability.
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outcome w if she is held responsible for accomplishing the task of achieving w. In their
words: ‘w must be achieved by i, and agent i will be held accountable if it does not hap-
pen.’ (Lima et al. 2010). Formally, they propose the following inductive denition of
forward-looking responsibility: Ri

1 w : =Oi w, and

Rn
i := Oi(

∨

d[D

Ki[d|i : ensures]w)n−1 ^ k∅lRn−1
i w,

which means that agent i is forward-looking responsible for w (Ri
ωw) if and only if it is

obligatory for i that w holds (Oiw) for every reachable state. Moreover, the agent also
needs to know how to ensure w(∨δ[Δ Ki [δ|i : ensures]w), and cannot lose this knowledge
in the future. Thus, it is obligatory for i to keep the knowledge of how to ensure w.

An agent i is backward-looking responsible for the (bad) outcome w if he is to be
blamed for this outcome. This, according to Lima et al., can only be the case if the
agent has had enough knowledge about the situation at hand. Going back to example
4, Alice does not have enough knowledge to be backward-looking responsible for not
transferring money from account 2 to 1. We refer to the original paper for a formal treat-
ment of this concept.

The work of Lima et al. is signicant in the sense that they formalize task allocation
issues by using an extended version of propositional dynamic logic and then use the
very system to express responsibilities in a natural way. Their complex operators enable
us to represent various deontic situations in this system.

Before concluding, we would like make a remark on the use of ‘violations’ as atomic
propositions that is common in the literature (see Lima et al. 2010: example 7). Whether
we are talking about history based models, STIT frames, plain Kripkemodels or interpreted
systems, violations are very useful for dening obligation and responsibilities. However, at
the same time they ‘hide’ many of the complex relations between knowledge and
obligations. Violations depend not only on the propositional truth values of a state but
depend on the structure of the mode, for example uncertainty relations, as well. When
does a violation hold at a moment in history, or at a state in a Kripke model? If a violation
is a consequence of an action, how can it be a property of a state as well?

10. conclusion

In this paper, we have provided a brief overview of several of the logical systems formaliz-
ing different aspects of the relation between knowledge and obligation. As we have seen,
most of these frameworks extend different existing frameworks and address different
issues, which makes comparing them hard. However, we hope to have provided the reader
with a clear picture of the (types of) issues that are addressed and the (types of) solutions
that are proposed, without going into too much technical detail.

We have discussed several of these issues captured by different frameworks. For example,
the paradox of the knower has taught us that one cannot simply put together a logic of
knowledge and a logic of obligation to obtain a epistemic-deontic logic, but that one has
to be aware of many of the subtle interactions between the concepts. Also, we have seen
how knowledge (of the circumstances, and of the outcomes of our actions) inuences our
obligations, how knowledge can inuence whether or not an agent satises our obligations,
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and how obligation and blameworthiness are not necessarily two sides of the same coin,
instead forward-looking and backward-looking responsibilities can be distinguished.

However, most of the works in the current literature are only rst attempts to formalize
the respective notions and many other interesting issues still remain unexplored.

Apart from the work that needs to be done to solidify and expand on existing frame-
works discussed in this paper – many frameworks do not have complete axiom systems or
complexity results, both of which are important for applications in computer science and
law, there are many other issues yet untouched that we believe would be fruitful to develop
in the future. Here we mention only a few of them.

First, it would be valuable to model interaction between players more explicitly using
various techniques from game theory. For example, how do the available actions of other
players inuence the obligations of an agent? What if an agent does not know what other
available actions other agents have? How do costs of actions enter the picture? What hap-
pens if other agents fail to behave according to the norm, when and how are obligations of
others inuenced? What if obligations can only be satised by cooperation? These and
many other questions are very relevant and are worth exploring.

Second, we think it would be fruitful to develop a paraconsistent deontic-epistemic
logic to express conicting obligations and/or conicting epistemologies which may lead
to conicting obligations. Apart from being philosophically intriguing, this would be use-
ful for applications in, for example, distributed algorithms and database theory.

Third, as mentioned in the previous section, it would be interesting to have a formal
account of violations of a system or an agent. When do they arise? How do they depend
on the local history, actions, and knowledge state of an agent? How can different types of
violations be formalized? Some offences are felonies, some are misdemeanors, and others
are not crimes but merely punished by nes.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, most formal systems deal with obligations to per-
form actions under epistemic circumstances, rather than permissions to have beliefs. As we
have mentioned in the introduction, a rich philosophical literature exists discussing
notions like doxastic voluntarism. These and other notions could be formalized using logi-
cal frameworks to provide a clearer picture of the relation between obligation and per-
mission to believe.
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